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ABSTRACT 
Let g be. a semisimple complex Lie algebra of rank I, and wi, ~2, , WI its fundamental weights. 
Let V, be a simple g-module with highest weight w, and V,^ its weight space of weight X. We study 
the generating functions 
fA= c 
r ,,...,r, >o 
m,:,,+ .+nw,tl’t7 ‘.. t;‘, 
where rni = dim V,^ and obtain explicit formulae for fx when (1 is simple of rank 2. All of these for- 
mulae seem to be new. 
1. THE GENERATING FUNCTION F(r,x) 
Let g be a (finite-dimensional) semisimple complex Lie algebra, lj a Cartan 
subalgebra, R the root system, W the Weyl group, and n = (~1, . . . , a[} a base 
of R. The set of positive roots is denoted by R+. For w E W we write E(W) = 
det(w). For a E R let ga be the corresponding root space. There is a unique 
Ha E [g*, gpa] such that a(Ha) = 2. The weight lattice P is a free abelian group 
of rank I with a basis consisting of the fundamental weights wi , . . , WI. By defi- 
nition, wi(Ha,) = 6, for all i,j. The irreducible finite-dimensional g-modules are 
parametrized by P+, the set of all non-negative integral linear combinations of 
Wl,..., w[. While a formula for the multiplicities rni := dim I’,” is known, see for 
instance [I, $93, it is very hard to apply. If one wants to compute all m,” for a fixed 
w, then it is better to use the recurrence formula of Freudenthal [5], see also [6]. 
In this paper we propose yet another approach which is suitable for the study of 
dependence of rn: on w for a fixed A. 
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The group algebra Z[P] has a basis over Z consisting of all symbols e ‘, X E P. 
The formal character of V,, defined by 
ch(V,) := 1 m,x& 
XEP 
can be computed from a formula due to H. Weyl: 
ch( I’m) = ; wFw ~(w)e”+‘+$ 
where p = WI + ’ . . + WI, and 
D = ep flaER+ (1 - e?). 
The action of the fundamental reflections si is given by: si(wi) = wi - Sqoi. We 
set xi := ewl and let ng = oi(Ha,). Then 
eal = Fl,l=, x,7. 
The action of W on P extends to an action on Z[P]. Explicitly we have 
Si(Xj) = Xj for i #j, Si(Xi) = xi 
n,l= 1 xi”” . 
Weyl’s character formula now takes the form 
(1) ch(I’,) =~,~~E(w)w(x;‘+‘...x;‘+‘), 
where w = t-1 w1 + ’ . . + qw[, and 
D = x1 . ..x[-naER+(l -e-O) 
We introduce the generating function 
F(t,x) = C t;’ . . . t;’ ch( I’,,,, +...+rrq), 
Q,...,Q>O 
where t = (tl , . ..,tl)andx= (xi ,..., x,).By(l)wehave 
t;’ . . . t;’ . w&-W E(w)w(x;‘+’ . .x;“‘) 
=- l &E(,,,( c 
D r,,...,qzo 
t;’ . ..t.lx;‘+l. ..xy+‘>, 
and so 
(2) F(cx) =; c 4+( (1 _t xx;::-;; _ tixi)). 
WEW 1 1 
It follows that F(t, x) is a rational function of tl, . . , tl and xi,. . , XI. By setting 
x = 1 (i.e., each xi = l), we obtain the generating function for dimensions of 
simple g-modules: 
F(t,l) = C dim(V~,,,+...+,,,,)t;L t;‘. 
I ,,..., r,>O 
These generating functions were also computed by A. Cohen [3] for simple Lie 
algebras of rank 2, by using a different method. There is a unique wo E W such 
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that ws(R+) = -R+ and a permutation CJ such that wo(xi) = x;f,. One can show 
that F satisfies the functional equation: 
F(a(t-‘),x) = (-l)%(wO)(tl . . . Q)~F(~, x). 
Since this is not needed in the sequel, we omit the proof. 
2. A GENERATING FUNCTION FOR m,x 
We can expand F(t, x) into a power series 
F(Cx) = C fk ,,..., k,(t)x;’ . ..xlk’. 
k I,..., k,>O 
which is convergent for lxil = 1 and ItiI < 1. By invoking the definition of F(t, x), 
we see that 
fk I,..., k,(t) =Cm;t,,+...+,l,,tr’...t:, 
where A = kl WI + . . + k,w, E Pi. By using the above expansion, we obtain 
h I,..., /c,(t) = --& . ..~F(t.x)x,k’-l...x;k/-ldxl...dx,, 
where all integrals are taken along the unit circle. By making the substitutions 
xi -+ l/xi, 1 5 i 5 1, we obtain 
(3) fk ,,..., k,(f) = &J . ..JF(t.x-l)x,k’-l...x:‘-ldxi...dx,. 
We now proceed to compute these generating functions for simple Lie algebras 
of rank 2. Instead of ti , t2 we shall write U, w and instead of xi, x2 we shall write 
x, Y. 
3. EXPLICIT FORMULAE FOR A2 AND B2 
In the case A2 a computation gives: 
x2y2(1 - U?J) 
F(“,w,x,y)= (1 -UX)(l -vy)(x-U)(y-24)(x-uy)(y-‘ux)’ 
The generating function fP,q(~, w) for multiplicities of the weight pwi + qw2 is 
given by: 
fp,&+) = --& j-s F(u,v,x-l,y-l)xP-‘yq-l dxdy, 
with both integrals taken over the unit circle. As IuI < 1 and Iv1 < 1, there are 
only two poles x = u and x = vy inside the unit circle. By computing the re- 
sidues, we obtain 
& s F(u,zr,x-‘,y-‘)xP-‘yq-‘dx 
yq+’ up+’ UP + ‘p 
= (1 -uJJ)(y-V)(U-vy)’ y-m > . 
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After computing the difference in the parentheses, we see that its numerator is 
divisible by u - wy. Hence the above function of y has only two poles inside the 
unit circle, namely y = u and y = u 2. By computing the corresponding residues, 
we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 1. If 9 is a simple Lie algebra of type A2 then the generating function for 
multiplicities of the weight pwl + qw2 in all simple g-modules is given by: 
UP+2 V4 - u2q V4f2 UP _ V2P 
fp&+) = (1 _uV)(l -u3)’ V__2 +(I _UV)(l -V3)’ u-V2 
UPV4( 1 + uw + U2V2) 
+ (1 - UV)(l - zG)(l -Us)’ 
In the case B2 a computation shows that F(u, U, x, y) is given by the expression: 
x3y4[(1 +u)(l +uv2) -uv(y+y-1 +x-‘y+xy-‘)] 
(1 - UX)(l - wy)(x - U)( y - w)(x - wy)(x - uy2)( y - TJX)( y2 - ax). 
A computation similar to that in case A2 leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. If g is a simple Lie algebra of type B2 then the generating function for 





= (1 - u)(l - wq2 U-d 
+zP-I(1 +w2)F 
-w2 1 
up+q- ‘(U + v2) 
+ (1 - u)(l - U2)(1 - 79)2 ’ 
ifq is even, and by 
w4+4 
.hJ,q(%V) = (1 _ u)(l _ V2)2. 
up-1 - w2(P-1) 
u - 212 
P 
+(l -U;(;-U2). 
u4+1 _ w4+1 
u2 - 212 
UP- lwq+2 
+ (1 - U)*(l - w2)2’ 
if q is odd. 
4. EXPLICIT FORMULAE FOR G2 
We shall need some lemmas for computing certain sums of residues. In these 
lemmas a denotes a non-zero complex number. Due to their elementary nature, 
the proofs of the first two lemmas are omitted. 
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Lemma 1. Iff( z ) IS analytic at each n-th root of a then 
c .,,(~) =Abzabf(b). 
b”=a 
Lemma 2. Let R(z) = P(z)/Q(z) where 
P(z) = PO(Z2) + zP1(z2), Q(z) = Q&*) + zQdz2), 
and PO, PI, QO, Ql arepolynomials. Zf Q(z) does not vanish at &IJ;; then 
Lemma 3. Let R(z) = P(z)/Q(z) where 
P(z) = PO(Z3) + zP,(z3) + z2P2(z3), 
Q(z) = Qo(z3) + ZQI (z3) + z2Q2(z3), 
and Pi, Qi are polynomials. Zf Q(z) d oes not vanish at any third root of a then 
c .,,($$)= Po(clf - qoq2) +Pl(ad - 4041) +p2(d - aqlq2) > 
b3=a 4; + aq: + a2a: - W0qlq2 
wherep; = P;(a) and qi = Qi(a). 
Proof. A tedious computation shows that 
5 ZE~R(ZE~) 
k=O 
= 3z3 .Po(Q: - QoQz) + Pdz3Q; - QoQl) + Pz(Q; - z3QlQ2) 
Q: + z’Q: + z”Q; - 3z3QoQlQ2 
> 
where Pi = Pi(z3) and Qi = Qi(z3). N ow replace z with b where b3 = a and 
apply Lemma 1 to conclude the proof. •I 
The computations of the generating functions in this case were performed by 
using MAPLE. First we obtained the following expression for F: 
F(u, w,x, y) = u*~~x’~y~ . P(&VX,Y) +p(~-W*,x,Y) 
Q(u, v, x, Y) 
> 
where 
P(u, 2/,x, y) = u2w2 + uw2 + u2w-’ + (a + 2)u2( 1 + w) 
- (2a+b+c+2) uv-(3a+2b+c+5)u 
+(a+b+3)v-auw-‘+3a+b+c+3+ id, 
Q(qw,x,y)=(l-ux)(l-vy)(x-u)(x-uy)(x2-uy)(x3-WY) 
. (x3 - vy2)( y - ?J)( y - ux)( y - ux2)(y - zJx3) 
. ( y2 - 21x3), 
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and 
1 x y x2 y 
a=x+;+;+;+-+-’ 
Y X2 
x2 = x4 c=x=+~+;i+~+--i+y;, 
Y 
d,,+L+~+2+~+2L+~+2+~+~+5!+2 
xy y* x y x4 y3 x4 y* x5 y3 x5’ 
Then we have computed the integrals in formula (3) by using Lemmas 2 and 3. 
The final result of these computations is given in our last theorem. 
Theorem 3. If g is a simple Lie algebra of type Gz: then the generating function 
fp,q(u, v), p = 3k + 6; 6 = 0, 1,2, for the multiplicities of the weight pwl + qw2 in 
all simple g-modules is given by: 
U2A 244B 
fp&+) = (1 - u)4(l - u2) + (1 - U)2(1 - &)(I - u3)2 
vp+q(l + vq . c 
+ (1 - z4)4(1 - 242)(1 - ?I)3(1 - ?I*) 
11*t$_)4 dk _ u3k 
+ (1 - q3(1 - U3)*. 212 - u3 ‘D 
+ (1 - U)2(1 - 242)(1 - 243)*(1 - v)3(1 - ?I*)’ 
where 
u4 - &q VP - up 
A=uP. z1__2 -uq.-------- 
UPfQ - UP+% 
U-IA v-u ’ 
B= 
yq _ u3q 26 uq+*k _ U3(q+*k) 
&.(v~+u3~(1+u~))-z41’.~-U . 
v--u3 w-u3 ’ 
c = (3 + 2UV)UV - (1 + 3uV)(u + V) + (u2 + uz, + v*)uW, 
D = (3 + u2)u3 + (1 + u)(l + u=)(u + 2w), 
and E is given by three difSerent expressions depending on the value of 6: 
E = 1 + u + w + 5u2 + uw + u2 + 5u3 - 8u2v - 2uv2 + 2u4 - 13u3v 
- 4u2v2 + us - 9u4v - 5u3v2 + 6u2v3 - 3u5u + 3u4v2 + llu3v3 
-2u2v4+5u5v2+7~4v3-4u3~4+2u7~+4u6v2+7u5~3-3u4~4 
- U7U2 + U6U3 - us21 _ 4u5v4 _ uf3v* _ u7u3 _ ~~6~4 _ u8v3 
ifs = 0, 
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E=u+v+2~*+~w+2v*+4~~-2u*v-2uw*+5~~-8~~w 
- 3u2v2 + 2~’ - 13u4v - 6u3v2 + u6 - 6u5v + u4v2 + 6u3v3 
-3u6v+4u5v2+11u4~3-2~3~4+4~6~2+10~5~3-4~4~4 
+~~~*+4~%~-4u~~~-u*~*+u~~~-3&~-2~*v~-2~’~~~ 
ifs = 1,and 
E =u2 + 2uv + 2v2 + 2u3 - UU* + vu3 + 5u4 - 2u3v - 2u2v2 - uu3 
+ 42~’ - 1 1u4v - 6u3v2 - 2u2v3 + 2u6 - 10~‘~ - u4u2 + u’ 
- 6u6v + 2u5v2 + 9u4v3 - 3u7v + 4u6v2 + 14~‘~~ - 2u4v4 
+ 2U7V2 + 7u6?J3 - 4115U4 + 4u7v3 - 4u6v4 - 2u8v3 
- 4u71J4 - u81J4 
ifS=2. 
We have verified that the above formulae give correct values as tabulated in 
[2]. We have also computed the generating functions F and fo for the Lie algebra 
of type As. In conclusion we mention that the action of the Weyl group on the 
zero weight space of simple &modules has been studied by D. Gay [4]. We 
thank the referee for his suggestions and for pointing out to us this reference. 
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